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A BS TRAC T

The following report is a study of the feasibility of establishing an

Indian Academy in Michigan. it was conducted by two Indians: Larry Martin,

the director, and Joann Morris, assistant in charge of the Detroit study. Funds

were authorized by the Michigan State Legislature in the spring of 1972 and

channeled through Central Michigan University in Mt. Pleasant. The com-,,,

plete report, ranging to 245 pages with appendices, has been abridged for

convenient perusal, but is readily available through the Office of Instruction

and Research at Central Michigan UniVersity.

The report indicates that present Michigan school systems are

failing to educate Indian children -- 75% drop out -- and that most organi-

zational efforts are inadequate in dealing with the real educational-social-

economic needs of the Indian commu i-ties (See complete report, p. 53).

Two proposals are made to alleviate the situation. Proposal I

recommends establishing an Indian Education Center at Central Michigan

University which would meet the needs of Indian students at the university

level and would at the same time disseminate information to the local corn-
\

munity and the state at large on the ature of Indian education in Michigan.

Among its primary duties, the center wo id be responsible for developing



in-service training programs for teachers and future teachers, for developing

a curriculum in the study of Native Americans, for helping to establish pilot

programs using such a curriculum, for conducting research concerning the
-

causes of and solutions to r---)resent-Indi_a_n_drop-out rate, and for establishing

job training programs. Such a center would be staffed with Indian personnel

and would be advised by a University Advisory Committee made up of Indian

parents and the Indian community.

Proposal II recommends establishing an Indian-operated day school

in the Detroit metropolitan area separate from the Detroit Public School System.

It should start at the elementary leyel and offer courses in Indian history,

languages, arts and crafts, culture, singing and dancing, and religion. It

should be planned and governed primarily by Indians; utilizing Indian teaching

personnel.

The report contains the-following'recommendation:

One of the characteristics of most Indian communities

and organizations is a.deep appreciation for immediate

results .... Although surveys may be tolerated in

Indian communities, they are frequently, resented.

Only when the research is united with some type of

immediate action does it seem acceptable (complete

report, p. 35).

The statement indicates clearly both the cgncern of the Indian peoplelgr

their young and the urgency Of thek situation.
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INTRODUCTION

In the context of_the issues raised in the 1969 report made by a

special U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education, 1 the State of

Michigan is interested in viewing the Indian-educational needs in Michigan

and in re-evaluating its responsibility to Indian people. Michigan is one of

the few states that has taken upon itself full responsibility for the education

of its Indian people. (Public Act No. 95, 73rd Congress, Senate 2152

Approved February 19, 1934). This raises the question of whether or not the

state's educational institutions are abie to do an adequate lob of educating

Indian children.

Accord:ng to statistics in the tribal office at the Chippewa-Saginaw

Indian reservation, 75 -80 percent of Indian students drop out of high school

before graduation. These figures are not very Much different from the

socio-econOrnic study made.of Michigan's off-reservation Indians in

November, 1971.
2

This study reports that "almost three-quarters of the

1US, Congress, Senat/e Indian Education: A National Tragedy --
A National Challenge, S. Res. 80, 91st Congress, 1st Session, 1969.

2 Touche, Ross and Company, A. Survey of the.Socioecoi-lomic
Status of Michigan's Off-Reservation Indians. Lansing, Mich7ganfrh7
tovemor's Cornmission on-Indian Affairs,-17auche, Ross and Company,
1971.
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Indian household heads surveyed had not g,aduated from high school, nor

hod the vast molority of their spouses."3 This indication of Michigan Indian

drool-out rate is slightly higher than the-national Indian drop-out rate of

60 percent. The obvious question is "Why are these figures so high 2"

The only effort to find ansWe,,s to this at the Chippewa-Saginaw

reservation has been through the tribal education committee. The local

committee, after reviewing the records of Indian children in the public

schools, dis'covei-ed that they had consistently low scores on State assess-

ment and Stanford achievement tests and a consistent record of high

absenteeism. After some analysis, initial reasons for these facts were

offered: inadequate housing, insufficient income of Indian community,

and a lack of communication between the school system and the Indians.

Other more basic reasons include the gradual breakdown of the Indians'

cultural traditions, a lack of knowledge of their unique relationship to the

federal government, the disparaging viewpoint concerning Indians in

American History courses being taught in the schools, and various levels

of al isolation experienced by impressionable Indian-youth. (See

comprete report-, p. 18).

A significant observation concerning these facts is that very little

improvement is being attempted in the local public school systems and the

3
Touche, Ross and Company, p. 46.



University cOmmunity. Only with the availability of Johnson O'Malley

funds.(a Congressional Indian Education Bill) would the local public school

systems investigate the need and allow certain types of innovative programs.

On the University level, Central Michigan University responded when a state
5

legistlative appropriation (the Indian Academy Project) was made available

to the school In analyzing the response of the school systems and the

University in the light of the complex problems of the Indian people, it seems

that the help indicated above could be only the beginning of a much more

basic program.

THE APPROPRIATION

In an effort to counteract the problems of Indian educatior.,

several members of the faculty and staff of Central Michigan University

initiated plans for establishing oresidential Indian Academy sponsored

by Central Michigan University.
4

An incrian Academy Committee was

formed to initiate and implement procedures. A legislative appro-

priation of $20,000 made possible a feasibility study of the Indian

Academy proposal during the summer of 1972.

The $20,000 state appropriation meant many things to the Indian

people. It meant the chance for Indians to determine their own needs pnd

A
Copies of Michigan Academy of the Indian Nations: A Prospectus

and A Proposal to Establish the FeasiGiIiiy of a MiChigan Indian Academy are
avairafe from t e Office of Instruction and Research, Central Michigan
University.

3
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the possibility of initiating their own pogroms. It meant that an Indian

staff could play the key role in the administration and design of this project.

It meant a cooperative and supporHve relat'onship with Central Michigan

University. It allowed for proper monitoring and control of the funds while,

at the same time, doing some solid work that needed to be done._ It_pro-

videct d learning expeHence for the various Indian people who took port in

the project. It stimulated local people to develop their own programs. In

rnlafion to the general objective of the program, it resulted in the discovery

of many pos-,ible options for meeting the problem of the Indian drop-out.

THE STUDY

In the beginning, it was assumed that the reservation community

(involving the four reservations) was the most critically needy community.

It made sense from that point of view to favor considerable help to the

reservation community. Yet preliminary investigations disclosed the fact

that Detroit had by far the greateSt number of Indians. Since the Michigan

Indian population is widely scattered, two trips were made in early summer

to explore the need in other areas. One trip touched the towns of

Charlevois, Traverse City, and Peshawbestown, referred to hereafter as the

Northwest\Michigan area. The other trip was made t.) Grand Rapids where ,

on estirnated1800 Indians ri:side.

The procedure of determining which area should have priority in

this study involved/some cdrefurand sensitive exploration 'into these areas



with Indian people. Three questionS were posed in the varioui meetings

and discussions with Indian people: (I) What is the educational need in

your area ? (2) What is the program that will best meet that need? (3-)- Are

the Indian people willing to commit themselves personally to insure the

success of the venture? In addition to having these questions answered,

there was an effort to solicit endorsement of the project from the Indian

pevale of the various areas. (For on account of the general responses to

the P-roject in each of the areas, see the complete report, pp. 14-1.)

Priorities for the Indian Education Projeat, bOsed on the documental

facts from key Indian areas, were established in the following order:

I . Central Michigan University and the'Saginaw-

Chippewa Reservation relationship;

2. Detroit's Indian School idea;

3. Grand Rapids and its need for community organization;

4. The Northwest area with its motivational, camp; and

5. The Upper Peninsula Resermations-Withjheir'jOhnson

O'Malley programs.

Only the first two priorities were stUdied to any degree. Proposal I speaks

to the establishment of an Indian EduCCitional Center at Central Michigan

University. Proposal II deals with establishing a school in the Detroit area.



PROPOSAL h AN INDIAN EDUCATION CENTER
'AT CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

The establishment of .an Indian Educational Center a`t Central

'Michigan University will help correct the serious lack of education exper-
,

ienced by the 20,000 Indians in the State of Michigan.. Tho generai

community olso needs such a Center, not only to fulfill its legal respo

sibility to its Indian citizens, but also to correct serious racial polarization

that has developed between the local community and the Indian reservations.

A pUblic school system can fulfill its-educational role with the effective

participation 0114 support of its citizenry. If the public school systems,

including the state-supported,universities are to be effective with Indian

'children and students, they must have the participation and suppdrt of

Indian t)eople

H4torically, the state universities have not been gearced to meet

the uniquePucational needs of the Indian people. They have set certain

types of standards which make it sometimes impossible for Indians to

attend. The costs of getting a university education have sky-rocketed;

while most Indians the poverty level remains constant. University staffs

contain few if any Indian people, even in areas of Indian settlement, and

most of those few are not irr any decision-making capacity. The educational

needs of Indian people, like others in this state, are both changing and

-
constant, and any significant improvement of educational status will involve

years,of hard work and faith in one another.

6
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Although the Indian Educational Center 'poncept speaks directly

to the possibility of Iconstructive Indian self-help, it ultimately fulfills a

basic need of the total community in Michigan It can enhance the efforts

of the public school systems tc se of education for aH

Such a center can help info'', _ommunity about Indians li ving

in the community today, as well as Indians in the remote past. Indian input

at Central Michigan Uniyeriity, l-:owever, ought not to be merely an ad hoc

arrangement, but an integral part of its dei'ign. Good faith must be demon-

strated by the Univeriity in including Indians on the faculty and staff, and

in the student body. The further isolation and neglect of Indian educational

need which has been demonstratedin the national averages of school drop-

outs should'not extend its pattern into Central Michigan University.

A recent report to the President of the United States by the 1970

White House Conference-on Children contained a recommendationsfor the

fundamental re-designing of education.
5

It includes the suggestion that

the process must (1) identify needs, (2) determine requirements, (3) select

alternatives, (4) implement, and (5) continually evaluate and revise.

Specific questionS and suggestions for each of these areas except number

fiye are listed below.

°Report to the President: White House Conference on Children .
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing ice,

1 4



1. Needs:1
Consider the Indian student's needs. By what means can his

learning opportunity be made more responsive, indivaualized,

and humanized? Who is he? What does he already know?

What does he need to leam I is his learning style?

2. Requirements:

What are the requirements for satisfying thdse changirig needs?

Whot are the ways of satisfying the requirement? What degree

of achievement will get him where he wants to go?

3. Alternatives:

What are the various ways for the student io achieve his

goals? Should the student himself be involved in deciding

and selecting alterriatives he is going to use?

Implementing Change in Instruction:

Goal: To establish, d relevant education for Indian students

in the existing university structure.

Methodology:

a. Establish a University Advisory-Committee made

up of Indian parents and the Indian community.

This should be a status group with,access to -the

President.

b. Establish working relationships with appropriate

departments.

8



c. Identify needs of the Students through a common

effort with the advisory group.

d. Relate The needs to instructional resources within

the university.

e. Assess the limits of university resources to meet need--

' -ate and utilize other resources to meet the iden-'

1-ied need.

If change is to be effective on the instructional level, a number of

people have to be involved. These include (1) the Indian Committee, (2)

,
the faculty and the -adrninistration inclUding special emphasis within the

School of Education, and (3) the student.

The involvement of the .Indian Committee is a key factor in rnaking

the university acc'essible to the Indian commUnity. This group also servps as

' ,
a. way for the university io address its concern to the Indian community. The ,

gro,Up is especially valuable in enhancing the learning process if there are

Indians in the classroom. It gets involved identifying needs such as food,

clothing, housing, medical0needs, family breakdown, and governmental

relationships. Indians have a right to express their needs and to help fulfill

them. They have a right to express disagreement, participate in discussions,

come to their own understanding of law and order, and speak to such iisues

in the Indian community as.seasonal life styles, mobility, and death in the

familY.

16



The involvement of the faculty is also a primary factor. They have

the lob of teaching, which involves selecting materials, organizing procedures,

utilizing certain methods, identifying lack of facilities, suggesting innovations,

',and relating to the students... They are the ones who are personally involved in

: ucct or failure of the' Indian student.
5

Educational 11

y of theories can be utilized in the process of education.

Many of these may conflict with Indian illcu9hts and values. \Many others

could be "combined in a very exciting learning experience. Utilization of

the usUal theories by the school system-may not be appropriate fcr some

Indian students, and this theory incompptibility may contribut to the

students poor achievement in school and to the lack ot relevani plograrm.

The many good points about the usual theories should be used appropriately;

Tfils hoped, howevr, that Indian views, too, can be utilized in the teaching

situation where they-are appropriate.

In counseling, raiher than taking the parent and child separately

and treating them only in episodicl-elationships, one could ask Indians how

to, utilize their traditions in counseling. In relating to the community, one

should not shriply urge a standard bghavorial mold, bur should encourage

constructive expression of difference. In grouP eXperiences, one should

take nor only the teacher-student relationship of the group, but should also
( 2

be willinglo explore the significance of clan and family relationships in the

17



teaching process. In respect to community groups, the rules and regulaHons

related to law and order have a bearing on control, but a wider understanding

of assimilation processes could very well accomplish a longer lasting effect.

Working with staff, faculty, and administration is usually seen as an admin-

istrative-level concern; therefore, in the coordinaHon of communities and

individuals, the usual practice is to have specialists or experts do the job.

The Indian way, hov- is based primarily on total participation. Concerns

involving people are regarded as personal concerns with personal dimensions

at stake; therefore, generalists -are sometimes needed.

Preparing the Non-Indran for Change

There is a lot of education to be accomphshed, not only with Indians-;

but also with 'non-Indians. This is not meant in any negative sense; but as

iia point of fact. Any cnange wi.. occur much more easily if the people are
,

open kr change. The sharing and exchange of available knowledge is an

important aSpect of the process of change and wa facilitated in many ways

by the activities in.olved in this study..

The highlight of the project in this regard was the Indian Symposium

held in September, 1972. Administrators and faculty of Central Michigan

University, principals and teachers of Michigan public tchools in Indian

Settlement areas, members of. the Detroit School Board, and representatives

of the State Department of Educotion were invited: Speakers included

Indian leaders in e cation from many areas of the country. The resultant

11
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interaction between Indians and non-Indians concerned with Indian education

provided a positive and creative planning experience for those involved, It

was generally felt that mare experiences of a similar nature would be highly

valuable,

Central Michigan University has evidenced, in many ways, a

sincere interest in developing Indian programs:

1. The Academy Committee is interested in the Indian

Education Project'.

2. The University Educational Ski lk Center is actively

interested in developing supportive and/or remeqial

serVIces.

3. The Institute for-Personal and Career Development is

interested in educatiOn for the disadvantaged.

4. ';,Park Library Is itirerested in caIlec.ing materials which

would cdincide with the development of an Indian

Program.

5. Chippewa Big Brothers and Sisters is a student volunteer

organization which endorses endeavors to carry out

projects of human interest on a year-a-around basis

with the Indian community.

6. The:Administration has given full endorsement to..the

.Indian Ectucation ProjeCt and rallied behind .every phase

i 9
12



of its development. The Administration and Staff also

played a key role in sponsoring the Indian Symposium.

These various areas of interest neod to be focused upon one major program

which can be implemented within the total structure and resources of the

University.,

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROPOSAL

Utilizing its many educational resources, Central Michigan University

can study the reasons for the drop-out rate ern Ong Michigan Indians and

initiate programs specifically designed to help Indian students obtain a

relevant education which will meet their needs.

I. Programs:

A. In-service Training for Teachers:

1 .,DevelOp.and implement an Indian in-service

program for Education students at Central

Michigan University.

Develop and implement an Indian in-service

training program for teachers in the Mt.

Pleasant School system. Use Mt. Pleasant

as a model for a program which could be

expanded to reach all Michigan schools having

significcmt Indian population.

13
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B. Indian Studies Program:

1. Develop a curriculum in the study of Native

Americans that dissclminates knowledge of their

achievements of the past as well as of the

present, and knowl, -lys in wh`

Native Americans today are solving their

problems.

2. Recruit Indian students to Central Michigan

University and provide them with specific

counseling, tutoring, andfinancial assistance.

C. Job Training:

1. Develop and implement job training programs

specifically designed forl Indians.

2. Use Central Michigan University as a job training

area ai well as a placement re5ource during and

after training.

A. Director:

The initial responsibil Ity of a full-time Directorof

the Cente i. would be to conduct in-depth research

into the Indian drop-out rate in the Mt. Pleasant

school system. This might involve same e'xperimental

2 1
14



programs with Indian children in the local public

schools. Further responsibilities include:

1. des ,ing and impleh,

Aning for some students at Central Michigan

University, and for some teachers in the

Mt. Pleasant schools;

20,. beginning strategies to develop curricula at

Central Michigan University;

3. establishing and workin with Central Michigan

University Advisory Committee to begin pro-

ram strategies;

. preparing and monitoring th'e budget for the

total Indian Education Center;

5. htring, training, and supervising appropriate

staff;

6. disseminating information;

7. developing appropriate funding resources for

the continuing operation of the Center.

B. &sistant Director:

The major responsibilities of the Assistant Director

include:

2 2
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promoting -nportu, r_entral

Michigan WI ersity, and initic,t;Ig lob training

programs;

2. recruiting Indian students;

3. coordination with the Educational Skills Center

in helping Indian students;

4. coordinating Chippewa Big Brothers and Sisters
-

'Programs.

III. Funding:

Two types of funding fnay be necessary for the Center:

initial funding for the first yeor and extended funding for

the continuing operation and expansion of the programs.

Sources of funding for the initial funding for the first

year and etended funding for the continuing operation

and expansion of the programs. Sources of funding for

the initial program are suggested as follows:

:Director - Central Michigan University Allocations

Assistant Director,* Secretarv- Institute for Personal

and Career Development

Equipment, SMCS - Mt. Pleasant Board of Education

16
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PROPOSAL AN INDIAN SCHOOL IN DETROIT

Within recent years, Native Americcrns throughout the country

have decided that it is time to begin passing on to the children true Indian

education, an education that is relevant and that can be taught only by

fellow Native Americans. Through teaching children by way of their own

culture and in a manner incorporating their own cultural values, rather than

via an alien culture, more Native American chiidren will find education

meaningful and important once again. They will wish to stay in school

longer, and' the drop-out rates will be lowered. With these goals in mind,

many new Indian-controlled schools have been started all across the country.

Concerned Native Americans in Detroit, Michigan, wish to begin

such a school . It was with the hope of providing pettinent data regarding

the feasibility of establishing an Indian school in Detroit that the following
,t

portion of this study was done. The primbry focus in the study was on Indian

community support. We wanted to discover whether the native popiilation

in Detroit would truly support an Indian-controlled school . Additional

information was gathered i'egarding possible funding sources, possible

building sites, and on the mechanics of actually beginning a schooi. (See

pages 74-87 of the complete report .)

2 4
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

;.
The Detroit area study began July 10, 1972, and ended 5eNember 15,

,{
1972, The ten-week project was organizationally divided, into three separate

work periods. During the first four weeks, initial orientation and planning\

sessions were held. The general Indian education funding prOposal allowed

for various trips to new, already-existing Indian-controlled schools to obtain

much-needed help and information from them. All trips were ako planned

and carried-out in the first four weeks. Another early objective was to com-
00

pose a sample questionnaire which could be changed and improved after

discussions with local Indian people.

Within the second four weeks, emph, ;is was placecl on carrying out

interviews. Prior to intensive community interviews, attempts were made

to publicize the study on t he radio,and in community meetings. Relevant

materials regarding the establishment of an aRernative school were con-
-

tinually being gathered throughout the summer. The final iwo weeks of

the project were primarily used for final data collection and report writing.

Three Indian-controlled schook were visited in the early part of

the summe'r. The schools were located atEthete,
A

Wyoming; Busby, Montana;

and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.- A visit was also made at the Coalition of

Ihdian Controlled Scheel Boards, Inc., in Denver, Colorado, and the,

Native American Rights fund in Boulder, Colorado. (Pages 57-62 of the

complete report contain a thorough account of theie schook.)

18



During our s'-ay in Colorado., we learned more about the history of the

CoaHtion and how it migh:- help us. They have written of themselves:

The Coalition of Indian Controlled-School Boards,

Inc., is, an Indian organization. CICSB is a mutual, self-help

organization composed of Indian schools that have gained con-

trol of the educational processes within their communities.

The chief aim and primary purpose of CICSB is to help

strengthep the movement of educational reform and to assist

Indian communities establish local control. The Coalition

provides technical7legal assistance and consultants based

in the field under the direct control of the grass-roots peoPle

being served there, by develoPing a structure and relation-
cl

ship on a one-to--one basis between the consultants and the

communities. The CICSB was formally organized in

December, 1971.6

The COblition has been deeply involved in the struggles of other schools and

is eager to help other educational groups overcome as many of the statetor

federal obstacles as possible: Although 'they have worked ptiMorilywith-

reservOtion groups-;:they are More than willing to work also with urban

6Coctlition of Indian Controlled-S-ChoOl .BoOrds, Newsletter, 30 June,
1972., p. 1 .

19



Indians:- Contacts have been made between individuals at Associated Indians

of Detroit and Donald Wanatee of the Coalition. This relationship should be

maintained. The Coalition has offered to send a consultant to Detroit to help

orgariize the people and begin an Indian-controlled school in this area. Their

offer should not be bypassed.

FIELD RESEARCI7I

The field research Was Conducted in a tri-county Detroit metropolitan

area. According to 1970 census figures, 5,871 Indians reside in Detroit's

Wayne County alone. (Perhaps 50 percent of the Indian population in the

DetroR area is of Canadian citizenship. See the complete report, p. 9.)

The Indian population is well scattered throughout WGyne County as- well as
0

in the two adjacent counties of Oakland and Macomb. One area in down-

town Detroit has a high concentration of Indians and that is the so-called

Cass Corridor. Another smaller concentration of Native Americans appears

to be growing in the suburb of Dearborn, Michigan.

The Indians jr1 Detroit and its suburbs are served primarily by four

Indian-Tun service organizations: The North American Indian Association,

Inc.; 'Associated Indians of Detroit; Indians of North America Foundation;

-and Arnerican Indian Services. All four organizations do their best to help

aid their urban brothers and sisters, but efforts are often duplicated because

of a lack of communication between all groups. The Native Americans in



Detroit are desperately in need of one large Indian center which could cen-
-4,

tralize and actually multiply all available services. Many people are presently

working towarci that goal.

METHODOLOGY

There does not exist a comprehensive list of the names of all Native

Americans residing in th&metropolitan Detroit area. It was therefore impossible

to obtain a truly random sample; consequently, purposive sampling was employed.

Early in rhe project .lists'of names and addresses of Indian residents

were obtained from four sources: the membership iist and newsletter mailing

Hst of the North American Indian Association, Inc. the mailing list of ,

Associated Indians of Detroit, and Hst from the Department of Social Services'

office of Urban indian Concerns. A total of 295 names was collected. As

the intervieWing progresd, we were often given additiona names by the

Indians themselves. These names too were included in the saMpling census.

All interviewers working within specific geographic areas were

given index cards bearing the names and addresses of ITative Americans

residing only in that specific area. As many people as could be located in

the four weeks available to us were interviewed. The final sample consists

of 105 individuals.
-

Semi-structured interviews were conducted throughout August and

early September. All interviewers carried out either personal interviews or
0
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telephone interviews. In only a very few instances was the direct mail

technique utilized and then usually at the request of the respondent. The

procedure was to interview either the household head or the spouse as long

as that individual was Indian.

A rough d?aft of the final questionnaire was developed by Larry Martin

and Joann Morris. It was submitted for inspecHon to a group of Indian people

present at a meeting specially called to discuss Indian education. A number

of suggestions were offered and incorporated into the final draft. (See

Appendix A of the complete report.)

The intbrview consisted of thirty questicns. The first fifteen items

elicited general demographic data about the individual . The final fifteen

were either open-ended or forced-choice questions, and related directly to

the matter of establishing an Indian school in the Detroit metropolitan area.

!Weekly contacts were maintained with the research assistants. As

finished questionnaires were tumecrin, they were checked for completeness.

If answers,to particular questions were unclear or not received, attempts

were made to recontact the respondent. If that failed, the individuals'

response to that particular item had to be classified as Information Not

Received .

. All responses to the questions have been categorized and each

respondent's answers itemized accordingly. (See Appendix B of the complete

repott for a thorough analysis of, all responses given bY the 105 informants. )
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A more generalized breakdown was typed and mailed to each respondent

along with a letter thanking them for their help..

DETAILED FINDINGS

A total of 105 Native Americans were interviewed 38 males and 67

females. Almost one-half of the respondents (51) resided in Detroit while

the remaining 54 were from outlying areas. Included in the sample were people

as young as sixteen and as old as seventy-eight. The average age was 41.

Although the majority of Indians interviewed were not born in,

Michigan (79 out of 105), R appears that'once they settle here, they remain

and become a very stable group. 'The average length of time "as o'reildent in the

tri-county Detroit area was,23 1/2 years. The majority (73 out of TO5) were also

married.

Twenty-one different tribal natibns were represented in the sample

population. Slightly over one-third of the respondents were Chippewa. The
yr

Mohawk and Oneida nations were also well represented. All respondents were

Native Americans, over one-half (58) claiming to be full bloods. Among

the married respondents, the majority (41 out of 73) did also marry Indians.

Among the 80 informants having children, there was an average of

three children per family. The total numker of pre-schaol age children in-
,

volved was 36. The total number-of school age children involved was 100:

in.grades 1 - 8, arid 31 in grades 9 -

23
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The educational level ac_nieved by the parents was also tabulated.

Among the 73 married respondents, where both parents were still in the

home, 29 (40%) reported an education equal to their spouse. In 26.instances,

the father's education was reported as higher, and in 18 cases the mother's

education was higher. The majority of Indians interviewed (73 out of 105)

did riot attend government-run Indian schools.'

An attempt was made to determine whether or not the younger

generation is receiving more education than their parents did. Automatically,,

however, in completing such a tabulation, 21 respOndents could not be in-

cluded since they had no children. Another group of 38 had to be excluded

because their children were still too young to be able to determine whether

or not they wa-ulth.eventually,surpass their parents' education. However, in

31 cases out of the remaining 42.for whom full information was given, in

fully 74 percent of the cases, the data did show that the children had indeed

received a higher edUcation than their parents. in the Touche, Ross and
0

Company report., the suggestion was made that among the younger generation,

education seemed to be increasing in importance.
7

We are able to offer some

verification for this theme; yet it must be given cautiously since our eventual

sample size (42) was so small.

7Touc e, Ross and Company, p,.

:31
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The average monthly income was calculated to be $559.02. The

primary souce of income was through the employment of one or both house-

hold heads. In ten instances, the ,family's income was reported as rather

high since both parents were employed full time.

When quesHoned about their initial reaction to the words "Indian

School," almost one-half of the respondents (51) replied with a positive attitude.

Among 43, the initial response V/ Qs more negative in that their first thoughts

were of second-rate, government-run schools. After this question was asked

(number 16 on the questionnaire), it was an integral part of each interiieW

to explain thoroughly today's newer concept of an Indian'school

Ali interviewers were instructed to be sure to state that the new

idea of an Indian school is one run by Indian people. At the new school,

Indian children would have the opportunity to be together and to be instructed

not only in regular academic subjects, but in Indian-orientecisubjects as well.

Iridian teachers and Indian counselors would be employed in suCh a school.

When asked if tkey-wouldbe interested in seeing such an all-Indian School

somewhere in Detroit, the overwhelming majority (103 opt of 105) answered

yes. Eighty-nine of those:,103 said that they were "very" interested in such

a school .

one-third of the respondents (35 out of 105) believed that

the :ndian should be begun as an elementary school. Twenty-six

individual. that it be begun as a secondary school in order to catch

3 2
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the drop-outs; while;19 others felt that it really should be begun at the ire-
_

school level .

The subjects most often requested in the Indian schopl were Indian

history, Indian languages, Indian culture, crafts, Indian singing and dancing,

Indian art, and Indian religion.

Among the 105 Indian respqndents, 47 felt that an all-Indian school

board would be the best qualified to choose the type of subjects taught and

Looks used. When questioned about who should be involved in the total

planning of the school, a slight majority (56 out of 105) replied that only

Indians should. The remaining 48 who responded felt that Some nop-IndianS

should also be included in the over-all planning.

The majority of respondents (66) dicl-n6ifeel thsit the studying

of Michigan Indians should be emphasized; rather they -preferred that all

tribes be studied equally. An overwhelming majority (9'1) felt that, both

Indians of the past and contemporary Indians need to be studied, neither

to the exclusion of the other..

Most Indian respondents (80) preferred that the schoo! strictly

a ,day school from whkh the children return home each afterna=.7. Almost
,

one7hzTlf (51'but of 105) felt.that the Indian schOol once estaL-lied should,

operate coMpletely separate from the regular Detroit public system .

Anotherbne-third, however, felt that it shoUld remain combn vv-.11 the

regular_school system. Many others were uncertatn.

26
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A variety of answers were received to the question of where the

school should be located. In general, however, there were three categories

receiving the greater number of responses. Sixteen individuals felt that the

school should be near a large Indian population and/or in tile inner city.

, Thirty-five respondents (one-third)'preferred that the school be located in

Wayne County, but further out from the downtown area. Thirty-six Indians

(one-third) requested that the school be in the suburbs where more land is

available.

Once the school wds begun and if it received full accreditation,

the majority of Indians c96) would send their Children to such a school. If

full accreditation was not,received, however, only slightly over One-half

of those interviewed (53 out of 105) would still send their children. Another

2G were uncertain, while 32 would definitely not send their childi-en.

In the final questions asked reqdesting help for the school, fully

73 of le resjiondents replied thet they would be willing.to serve on the t: I-

Indiar 3chool boz7d. Another 88 clmimed to be willing to volunteer at least

a couple of hours 7--; e r week as a part of the school staff. (A thorough lisr-nn

of the detailed, finds is presented in Appendix B of the complete report.

RECOMMENDATIONS

.To summarize the finds very briefly, i think ,we can safely say

we,have been able to demonstrate overwheimingindian community suppor-

;
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for the idea of establishing an all-Indian schobl run school somewhere in the

Detroit metropolitan area. We have also been able bo offer other valuable

cretailed information regarding the type of school it should be. To recapi-

tulate: it should start at the elementary level and offer courses in Indian

history, languages, arts and crafts, culture, singing and dancing, and religion.

The school should be planned primarily by Indians. The all-Indian school

, board should choose the subject matter and books "ta be used. Mich,igan Indians

should not be emphasized but both past and contemporary Indians should. The

school should be a day school separate from the Detroit Pubiic School System

dnd it should be located away from the inner city.

(The complete report ends with detailed information on the mechanics

of setting up a school c irtification regulations, fire inspection information,

building avc ;ability, etc. Anyone attempting to set up a school should study

the compIet-. report as as its_appendices.)
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